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Abstract—With the increasing use of medical images in education , disease research ,and clinical medicine , for the need for
methods that powerfully archive query and retrieve these image as a result i.e content that images is underscored .In these paper
we describe the design and development of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system for images utilizing a reference database
that contains images of multi-type of cancer disease . The CBIR system uses a multi-tiered approach to classify and retrieve
images. Image involving their main type and sub type of cancer, which are mostly difficult to differentiate and classify.
Comparison is evaluated based on four image feature types:color histogram, image texture ,wavelet coefficients, and Fourier
coefficients, using the vector dot product as a distance metric support vector machines (SVM’s) can simplify well on difficult
image classification problems where the only features are high dimensional histograms. The image retrieval and slide level
retrieval algorithm are used to find the main type of cancer and their sub type of cancer
Keywords- Content-based image retrieval (CBIR), information retrieval (IR), weighting scores, microscopy multi-image
queries.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In technological advance in a variety of modalities i.e.
medical images are important to gives the result of diseases on
medical images, it is important anatomical and useful
information about different body parts for detection, diagnosis,
monitoring and treatment planning, as well as gives medical
education. The huge amount of medical images collection are
used for the study for access different structure data for
diagnostics , teaching and research. Radiological systems use
for the patient information to index and look for the images;
but content of the image is not utilized. Content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) systems[1] for medical images are significant
role to convey a secure platform to search, retrieve and
catalog images based on their content.
Although several CBIR projects exist for radiology [7], there
is an sensitive for a flexible and comprehensive CBIR system
for medical microscopic images with direct implications for
the cancer and pathology research. Microscopic images are
difficult to present because they 1) are very large in size 2)
express high degree of image variant due to large variation in
research (e.g., staining, thickness), and 3) show biological
variation. Therefore, a well-made CBIR system for
microscopic images can be tremendously useful resource for
cancer research, prognosis ,diagnosis,teaching and treatment.
Desing and development of CBIR system are used for the
detecting the multidisese of cancer. CBIR—retrieving images
and indexing in a database based can be manages for large
images. CBIR systems using retrieval algorithms operating
on one or two primitive features and also applying artificial
neural network to classify directly to digitized images .
However, the strength of retrieval based on common primitive
features is mostly questionable due to the fundamental
difference between image processing and numerical feature
extraction, and the understanding of image semantics and
visual language. The task of building an all-purpose CBIR
system becomes virtually equivalent to building an image

understanding system that duplicates human visual perception,
reasoning, and specific domain knowledge. Therefore, we are
investigating the capabilities of more limited systems using
easily computed image features. annotation of these images is
a time-consuming process and those annotated images may not
be easily available for medicall use. Therefore, one of the aims
of this study is to organize the annotated microscopic images
in a database and utilize these images for the training of a
CBIR system for microscopic images with different disease
types and with their subtypes.
II.

RELATED WORK

Hatice Cinar Akakin and Metin N. Gurcan,in paper [1] are
exploring the features of content based microscopic image
retrievals for multi image queries for detecting the cancer
disease by using different dataset . CBIR are using image
retrieval algorithm and slide level alogorithm for find main
disease and their sub types. Texture and color extraction used
the histrogram and co-occurrences histogram algorithm . Color
extraction used three color code for differentiated chromatic
and non-chromatic content.
H. Muller, N. Michoux, D. Bandon, and A. Geissbuhler[2]
this paper also gives the study of content-based for access to
medical image data and on the technologies used in the field.
Gives an exclusive description of image archives, various
indexing methods and common searching tasks, using mostly
text-base searches on annotated images and using color,
texture and image retrievals algorithm for given semantics.
Gives the knowledge of shape and segmentation features
Fully automated segmentation of images into objects itself is
an unsolved problem. Partition of images using the local and
global feature extraction.
L. Tang, R. Hanika, and H. H. S. Ip, [3] this paper also gives
the study of content-based image retrieval system by using
image retrivals and low level feature extraction but using
historological data to interpreted the images , texture and color
Histological images, like other types of medical images,
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frequently give rise to ambiguity in interpretation and in
diagnosis. Medical images derived from a specific organ are
similar visually and usually differ only in small details but
such subtle differences may be of pathological significance.
L. Zheng, A. Wetzel, J. Gilbertson, and M. Becich, [4] this
paper also gives the study of content based image retrievals
system and using the retrievals algorithm for color histogram
and image texture. The system retrieves images and their
associated annotations from a networked microscopic
pathology image database based on content similarity to user
supplied query images.
G.-H. Liu, L. Zhang, Y.-K. Hou, Z.-Y. Li, and J.-Y. Yang,[5]
in this paper are gives the information about the multi-texton
histogram by using Image retrieval . Image retrieval are gives
the details about three methods text-based, content-based and
semantic-based. is evaluated based on four image feature
types: color histogram, image texture, Fourier coefficients, and
wavelet coefficients, using the vector dot product as a distance
metric.
W. Hsu, L. R. Long, and S. Antani,[6] in this paper are gives
the information about the use of medical application,
information retrievals shapes and storage. The goal of this
paper is to develop a retrieval system that implements recent
developments in shape representation, efficient indexing, and
similarity matching
III. FEATURE EXTRACTION
A. Color Features: H& E using the limited color spectrum
Used two color for representing images i.e red–green–blue
(RGB) , hue–saturation–value (HSV) and CIELab (Lab) color
spaces. In the Lab color space, L corresponds to illumination,
and a and b channels corresponding to color components.
features extracted from the Lab space characterize the
intensity and color information of images separately. , HSV
space can separate the achromatic and chromatic components,
i.e., hue.Histrogram algorithm used for differentiated color
space.
B. Texture Features Extraction: Texture are used for
differentiated the diseases type and sub types.Co-occurrence
histrogram method used for texture feature extraction. cooccurrence histogram is computed, a variety of features can be
extracted related to texture characteristics, higher and lower
order statistics, correlation measure and information-theoryrelated features.
IV.

IMAGE LEVEL RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM

CBIR system operate two algorithm for classify the disease
,in first algorithm image retrieval the designed classifier
categorizes the query image/images into one of the major
disease types . in second algorithm slide level retrieval Once
the disease category of the image is determined, the search for
the query image can be passed out among the categories
relevant subtypes in the subsequent tier to retrieve the images
from the correct category of the query images.in we will use
our proposed multi-image query and retrieval methodology to
retrieve the images from the reference database in the order of

their image-level visual similarities by preserving the slidelevel semantic similarity.
A. Classification of Disease Type With SVM
An SVM-type classifier was employed to categorize the query
image into one of the major disease the extracted features,
SVM classifiers are well found in numerical learning theory
and have been effectively used for various classification tasks
in computer vision. Their purpose is to find a decision
hyperplane for a binary classification problem by maximizing
the margin, which is the distance between the hyperplane and
the closest data points of each class in the training set that are
called support vectors. The hyperplane is chosen among all the
possible hyperplanes through a complex combinatorial
problem optimization so that it maximizes the distance (called
the margin) between each class and the hyperplane itself. As
SVMs are restricted to binary classification, several strategies
are developed to adapt them for multiclass classification
problems . Support Vector Machines(SVM) are used for
finding the main type of the cancer disease .CBIR algorithm
are used the for the content finding the similarity between the
images i.e image retrieval algorithm. This algorithm forming
the clustering in images and find the nearest neighbor by using
KNN classifier. A that is gives the score of that images.
output. of Image retrieval algorithm was the image-level
search images and a sample nearest-neighbor search scheme
for a given query image set in image level. Here we used the
term of image set in order to represent multiple images in one
query. Note that image set may include only one image or
several images cropped from one tissue slide. The distance
between each image of query Q and the individual images in
the dataset are computed using correlation distance measure.
Above algorithm provides us the frequency of similar images
per image in the dataset to a given query image set or a slide in
terms of scores. Scores are computed by adding the number of
occurrences of each image in the dataset for a k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) search of that query image set. The output of
this algorithm is the traditional image-level-based retrieving of
most similar images from the given dataset and their imagelevel scores.
V.

SLIDE LEVEL RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM

Slide-Level retrievals algorithm work on the images level
algorithm this algorithm are also finding the similarity
between images conventional way gives the ranking of that
similar images to give query set by sorting the higher score of
similar images and getting the sub type of the main disease of
cancer. In our alternative approach to image-level retrieval, we
scheme to retrieve similar images from the database by
keeping the slide-level semantic grade among the retrieved
images. For this purpose, we introduced a slide-level retrieval
method, this algorithm used The conventional way of ranking
the similarity of images to a given query image set is by
sorting the similarity scores of the reference images
independent from their subtypes and retrieving the highest
scored slides from the database, which means that subtypes of
the slides are considered equally important. In our proposed
approach, the first step is to scale the score of each slide by
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assigning different weight parameters based on subtype
frequencies over the reference database. In order to make a
intelligent and comprehensive relevance ranking system, it is
necessary to take into account those statistical variations
among in images and subtypes. The computational model
illustrate all extreme levels of the proposed slide-level CBIR
system a sample query image set. handing over weights to
each image and to each subtype based on the distribution (or
frequency) of images per slide images and distribution of
slide images per subtype is motivated by similar approaches
VI.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. COLOR AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
In sample images shown in fig.4 that images are the
microscopic images of cancer disease .color and feature
extraction are used to differentiated images in in red ,green
and blue(RGB) color and find the value of that images and
find the value of hue, saturation and value(HSV), HSV are
differentiated chromatic and achromatic components, i.e., hue
(H) channel distinguishes colors, saturation channel (S)
represents the percentage of white
light added to a pure color space, and value (V) refers to
intensity of perceived light[11]. Fig 2. Shows the result of
color extraction and differentiated the RGB color space.
Texture extraction are differentiated main type and sub
type of cancer.co-occurrence histogram method used for
feature extraction Histograms depends on the rotation angle
and distance relationship between pixels. Fig 3 show the
feature extraction on images and find value of that images
using co-occurrence method . Once the co-occurrence
histogram is computed, various features can be extracted
related to texture characteristics, lower and higher order
statistics, information-theory-related features, and correlation
measure

Fig.3. performing operation texture feature extraction
B.

RESULT OF IMAGE RETRIVAL ALGORITHM

(a)

(b)
(c)
Fig1. sample images of cancer

Some data means images of cancer are collected by the
laboratory in Nagpur and perform the operation on that images
by applying the image retrieval algorithm. The image retrieval
algorithm are work on images to find similarity between
images by using exact and identical means to find the images
are exactly how much percentages match and identical find the
how many percentage are match to that images means
similarity between images and gives the score of that images.
VII.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents the survey of various techniques for
cancer detection using CBIR technique . CBIR technique are
gives the novel content of the Image and slide level retrievals
algorithm. In the weighted scheme
Slide level retrievals
algorithm CBIR system gives better result than image retrival
algorithm[1].CBIR system are used for only one or two
images feature at a time i.e color and texture[4].
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